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ABSTRACT

Organizations, researchers and academicians now have a new source for social networking methodology through Social Networking and Individual Performance (SNIP). This book will provide a scored survey instrument that, combined with research findings, relevant discovery and discussion will bring social networking into focus. The body of work focuses on the end state of social networking activities rather than the social media platform. This is an important distinction. This book addresses how to set an end state and devise a strategic approach to emphasize expectation, value, and return (EVR) in social networking. This approach is important because there are not enough references that have a similar approach to help those engaged in social networking and social media activities. In fact, there are none that focus on the current approach. SNIP addresses that limitation.

SOCIAL NETWORKING ANALYSIS

We start our discussion of social media measurement and performance with an analysis of Social Capital Theory, which suggests that the efficiency of society can be improved by facilitating coordinated actions (Putnam 1993). Social networking provides a vital source of information and numerous opportunities for all participants to build social capital. Social media tools are increasingly provided by organizations to improve business processes, create new business, and enhance the lives of employees. The new and innovative ways to stay in touch with the environment and peers through social networking make for dynamic communication with internal and external audiences. Organizations that commit to social networking also commit to allowing employees to spend an unspecified number of hours making connections and joining communities. Many companies have embraced the fact that there are available benefits in terms of improved communication and morale, and in terms of connecting people on related projects or responsibilities (Madden and Jones 2008). The Pew Internet & American Life Project (2008) found that “Wired and Ready Workers” have improved their work lives through information and communications technology (ICT). According to the Pew Research Center, Wired and Ready Workers are the 96% of employed adults who are in some way making use of new communications technologies—either by going online, using email or owning a cell phone (Madden and Jones 2008). More information appears below:

- 80% say these technologies have improved their ability to do their job.
- 73% say these technologies have improved their ability to share ideas with co-workers.
- 58% say these tools have allowed them more flexibility in the hours they work.

The Wired and Ready Workers also note negative impacts of ICTs in the study:

- 46% say ICTs increase demands that they work more hours.
- 49% say ICTs increase the level of stress in their job.
- 49% say ICTs make it harder for them to disconnect from their work when they are at home and on the weekends.

Organizations need to find ways to encourage participation on a higher level, address any issues with acceptance of social networking policies, and address any negative perceptions that stand in the way of people “getting social” to their fullest
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